
The Legend of Greg
by Chris Rylander
JF Rylander
Risk-averse Greg is whisked away to
Chicago's Dwarf Underground and
teams up with fantastical friends
and a talking ax. They learn the
history of his people, rescue his
kidnapped father and navigate
escalating tensions with enemy
Elves.

Mez's Magic
by Eliot Schrefer
JF Schrefer
Mez and her beloved sister hear
fearful stories about mythological
animals who walk by day, until an
eclipse and her fledgling magical
abilities enable Mez to cross the Veil
dividing the two worlds.

City of Islands
by Kali Wallace
JF Wallace
Mara is forced into ocean scavenging
work to survive before her discovery
of the remains of an extinct species
leads to an opportunity in the
fortress of a murderous sorcerer.

The Language of Spells
by Garret Weyr
JF Weyr
Grisha is the last dragon born. While
young, he was trapped by the
emperor's sorcerer and turned into a
teapot, which kept him alive while
magic and other dragons were
disappearing—until one day he
meets Maggie.
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Guardians of the Taiga
by Stacy Hinojosa
JF Hinojosa
A Minecraft-inspired fantasy series
about a girl raised by a pack of
wolves who uses her wolf skills to
protect the forest and its animals
from threatening changes.

Ice Wolves
by Amie Kaufman
JF Kaufman
Growing up in a world where people
shape-shift into one of two enemy
species, orphan Anders is dismayed
when his twin, Rayna, shifts into an
opposing form and is stolen away by
cruel and brutal dragon abductors.

Magic, Madness, and
Mischief
by Kelly McCullough
JF McCullough
A boy and his reluctant sidekick use
their newly discovered fire magic to
defeat an evil stepfather.

A Dash of Trouble
by Anna Meriano
JF Meriano
Sneaking out of school and into the
family bakery, where she has been
told she is too young to help prepare
for the annual Día de los Muertos
festival, Leonora discovers her
female relatives come from a long
line of brujas—Mexican
witches—who pour a bit of sweet
magic into everything they prepare.
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Across the Dark Water
by Jennifer Lynn Alvarez
JF Alvarez
Follows the experiences of a young
stable groom to forge a bond of trust
with the leader of a herd of wild
pegasi in order to protect both the
winged horses and the groom's clan
from escalating conflicts with
invading giants.

Granted
by John David Anderson
JF Anderson
A fairy-in-training, who is among the
select few who grant the wishes of
unsuspecting people, struggles to
protect the fairy world in the face of
waning magic levels, an effort that
exposes her to the dangers of the
human world.

Sweep: The Story of a Girl
and Her Monster
by Jonathan Auxier
JF Auxier
After her father's disappearance,
10-year-old Nan Sparrow works as
an aide for chimney sweeps. When
her most treasured possessions end
up in a fireplace, she unwittingly
creates a golem.

The Storm Runner
by J. C. Cervantes
JF Cervantes
Zane must unravel an ancient
prophecy, stop an evil god and
discover how the physical disability
that makes him reliant on a cane
also connects him to his father.

Aru Shah and the End of
Time
by Roshani Chokshi
JF Chokshi
Aru Shah spends her school break at
the Museum of Ancient Indian Art
and Culture, where her decision to
light a cursed lamp unwittingly
releases an ancient demon.

The Eternity Elixir
by Frank Cole
JF Cole
Gordy, an apprentice potion master
and son of the director of the hidden
community, is challenged to protect
a forbidden potion when it
mysteriously disappears and then
ends up in Gordy's possession.

Shadow Weaver
by MarcyKate Connolly
JF Connolly
Emmeline possesses the unique
ability to manipulate shadows.
When her magical powers are
threatened by a noble family, she
desperately turns to her shadow
friend Dar for help.

Saint Philomene's
Infirmary for Magical
Creatures
by W. Stone Cotter
JF Cotter
Siblings Chance and Pauline
Jeopard find themselves in the
underground hospital for magical
creatures where they must foil a plot
to destroy the hospital and the
millions of resident patients.

The Serpent's Secret
by Sayantani DasGupta
JF DasGupta
When a Rakkhosh demon attacks
her family on the morning of her
12th birthday, Kiranmala discovers
that her parents' fantastical stories
about their ties to royalty are true.

The Last Gargoyle
by Paul Durham
JF Durham
Fearlessly protecting his Boston
building from haunting spirits, a
stone gargoyle—the last of his kind—
struggles to protect his newest ward
from an underworld king at the
same time he considers partnering
with a mysterious young ally.

The Stone Girl's Story
by Sarah Beth Durst
JF Durst
A girl made of stone—forever 12
years old—has outlasted the father
who carved her and gave her life.
Now, the magical marks that
animate her are fading and she must
leave her mountain home to find
help in the valley below if she wants
her story to continue.

The Creature of the Pines
by Adam Gidwitz
JF Gidwitz
After encountering a Jersey Devil
while on a field trip to the Pine
Barrens, Elliot and his new friend
Uchenna help Professor Fauna
rescue the mythological creature
from a pair of greedy billionaire
brothers.
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